
Natural 
Family 
Planning

Achieving Pregnancy



Or avoiding 

pregnancy

 

Without drugs 
or devices.



Mother Earth has a 
dry time.  Is it a fertile 
time?

And a wet time. Is 
it a fertile time?



Mother woman 

also  has a wet  

time. 

She feels or sees wetness outside her vagina. Is it a fertile time?  
Yes.



Observing and charting the signs of fertility are very important.

This is the symbol for menstruation. 



Charting menstruation.   Is it a fertile time?    
Maybe 

This symbol represents dry, like cracks in the dry 
earth.  



 She charts dry because she sees and feels 
nothing outside the vagina.  Is it fertile time?  No. 

This symbol represents love in the evening. 



Love only on alternate evenings because semin will confuse 
observing wetness. 

This symbol represents a wet feeling. 



This symbol represents a slippery feeling. 

This symbol represents a baby. It is means 
fertility. 



Wetness and slippery begins.  Is it a fertile time?  

This symbol represents the last day of slippery feeling - 
The most fertile day of the cycle. 



We do not know the last slippery day until the next day.  Go back 

and mark key day. 

Fertility continues for three more days. 



This symbol represents love in the morning.

On day four after key day, Infertility begins and lasts until 
menstruation. Love any time, morning or evening. 

,



Time between menstruation and wet time can change.
Time between wet time and next menstruation  is constant.

In a short cycle, the wet fertile time begins during the previous 
menstruation. 



Fertile cervix - 
high, soft, open, 
wet. 

Infertile cervix - 
low, firm, closed, 
dry. 

Wash hands. Cut fingernails. Insert 
two fingers into vagina. Feel cervix 
on  underside of fingers. 



Fertile 
cervix

Infertile 
cervix

Charting 
the cervix.

Short cycle



Long cycle

No Key Day.  



Avoiding Pregnancy 

While Breast 

Feeding.

Begin observing and charting exterior as soon as bleeding after 
childbirth has stopped or almost stopped.  After three dry days 
with low, firm, closed  cervix,  love making may begin on alternate 
evenings. 



Abstain during any change in the mucus or cervix: 
wetness, slipperiness, bleeding, spotting, plus three dry days 
with low, firm, closed cervix.

Love on alternate evenings.

Abstain during any change plus three dry days 
with low, firm, closed dry cervix. .



Even if your cycles begin to seem “normal”, 
continue using only alternate evenings for 
love-making. Abstain during any change in 
mucus or cervix plus three dry days with low, 
firm, closed dry cervix..

Achieving pregnancy.  Love in early dry days to renew sperm. 
Love in the wet/slippery time.  Do not check cervix. 



Choosing the sex of the child at conception.

Y Chromosome
Sperm = Boy

X Chromosome
Sperm = Girl

X Chromosome sperm, large head, short tail,  swim 
slowly, live long. 

Y chromosome sperm, small head, long tail, swim fast, 
die soon. 

Girl

boy



To conceive a girl:  1) To renew sperm, love in the early dry days.   2) 
Love in the early wet days.  3) No love in the late wet days.
4)  X chromosome sperm will slowly swim until egg is released. Y 
chromosome sperm will swim quickly, but die before release of 
egg.  

To conceive a boy.  Love in the early dry days to renew sperm. 
Love in last wet days. Y chromosome sperm (boys) will swim fast 
to fertilize egg  before X chromosome sperm (girls). 



    

           Questions? Apakah ada pertanyaan? 

                     mariezenack@gmail.com

                       knowyourfertility.net


